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Ernst Duvert, Ministry of Justice, May 2009




 

Ernst Duvert


 

in Prison Service since ‘78


 

13 years in prison psychiatry


 

Management functions


 

6 years as innovator


 

Since this week ‘business information’ and ‘technical management’ 
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2003; cutbacks + extra cells needed


 

Search for cheaper prison concept


 

Not ‘barren’ but higher quality 
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1. how do you cut back 60% staff?

2. how can we raise quality?
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1. Influencing behaviour inmates (S&O)

2. Smart architecture

3. Lots of ICT
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You MAY stay with us

1. Attractive housing

2. Attractive program

3. X-wing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attractive housing
6 on a cell made it showers, kitchen, wassing machine and dryer availible. Inmates can also use the telephone 24/7. also less loneliness and despair. 
Attractive program
7 days a week 8 hours a day cell doors are open. In a minute you will see a slide with the program that was  made possible because of smart architecture 
X-wing s stick
If you don’t behave well, you go to an ordinary cell on a ordinary floor. So behave well, otherwise no more nice prison for you!




Detecting unwanted behaviour

1. Six in a cell

2. Visibility in building

3. Tracking & Tracing

4. Aggression detection (SiGuard)
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Rewardsystem
1. Rewards work
2. KISS & objective
3. Choose your own reward


 

Digital rewards


 
Money


 

Transfer to other cell


 
Extra visiting hour
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   Rewards
Rewards work
Punishment doest not work very well with inmates. If it had, they would never have ended up in prison in the first place!
Whereas it is scientifically proven that rewards work
KISS
Keep it simple and keep it objective. Even the less intelligent inmates understand instantly what you must do to get your reward and it does not depend on whether the guards like you or not.   
Choose your own reward
Digital rewards; content on the bedterminals doesn’t cost the taxpayer money but is a “very nice to have” for the inmate 
Money
€ 5 per week
Transfer to other cell
Don’t complain about your cell; just behave well for a week and you can choose transfer to another cell. 
By the way; if you asl them how life is on a cell with 6 other inmates, you hear always the same answer; not easy, but on our cell we do OK. 
Extra visiting hours
Behave well and you can apply for an extra visiting hour. 
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the panopticum effect
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Daily program 8:00 – 9:15
Group From To
A Floor A Sports
B Floor B Outside exercise
C Floor C Education
D Floor D Chores
E Floor E Recreational activities
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Outside exercise
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Regime & activities
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Presentation Notes
Secondly, the bedterminals with many functions
Inmate sees his programm foor today and for tomorrow
Requests to see the doctor, dentist, parson, administration etc.
He can plan his own visiting hours and visitors
Choose your menu; things like porc/no porc, vegetarian or not, potatoes or rice etc. 
Banktransactions form your account in the prison
Watch TV, listen to the radio
Make phonecalls 24/7 and pays for them realtime from is internal bank account
Order your smokes and everything else from a webshop in the prison
Find information about everythiing
And in the future this will grow to a multimedia library with newspapapers, e-books, audiobooks, HTML-pages with information, religious texts (in all languages and cultures), video, podcasts, vodcasts etc.

Thirdly; the mobile office. Staff should be on the floor. If you want that, then you want to give them a mobile office. 
In the PDA you find all the informatieon about every inmate ans you can enter extra information. 

Last example; the agression detection system I mentioned earlier





 

Saving on staff


 

Enabling inmates to handle ICT- 

processes


 

Gathering know-how
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Counting inmates


 

Locating inmates


 

Checking activities


 

Logging on in bedterminal
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T&T systems

› WiFi

› RFID


 

Bracelets

› Complicated products

› Battery issues
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RFID system is winner


 

Price per day per person € 100 


 

92% op prisoners fit in


 

Safe:
› 4 guards work with 150 inmates

› zero  major incidents (with a difficult population)

› Inmates and staff are very positive
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